Investigational study for the effect of some Proton Pump Inhibitors on the anticoagulant effect of Clopidogrel
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Abstract
Clopidogrel is a mainstay therapy in the cardiovascular (CVS) pharmacology for the prevention of the stent thrombosis and myocardial infarctions following many different types of coronary syndromes. The conversion of clopidogrel; which is a prodrug, to its active metabolite is mediated by the cytochrome P450 (CYP). The CYP450 metabolic activation of clopidogrel has proposed about if the competition and/or the inhibitor medications for these isoenzymes may reduce or limit the clopidogrel therapeutic effectiveness. The identification of such an impact will be of the higher importance with the group of drugs called the Proton Pump Inhibitors (PPIs) as many of which are CYP19 inhibitors. Unless for the Omeprazole. Limited numbers of non-confirmed data were existed concerning the influence of the interaction between the other PPIs (such as Rabeprazole and Pantoprazole) and the therapeutic effectiveness of clopidogrel. This study sought to examine the effects of PPI’s pantoprazole and rabeprazole co-administered with clopidogrel in patients with ischemic heart disease and peripheral vascular disease. Our clinical research data show that platelet aggregation was significantly higher in patients who were under rabeprazole treatment at the time of the platelet function test; on the other hand, such attenuating effect on the platelet response to clopidogrel was not seen in patients on pantoprazole. Till further evidence becomes available, patients on clopidogrel maintenance therapy should be reevaluated for PPI use. Those having well-controlled symptoms may be candidates for either Rabeprazole or pantoprazole. Patients with history of gastrointestinal bleed will require gastroprotection in the form of PPIs. In such cases, pantoprazole should be the preferred PPI.

1. Introduction

The platelet function inhibitor; clopidogrel that is a thienopyridine P2Y12 inhibitor, is a mainstay therapy in the cardiovascular (CVS) pharmacology for the prevention of the stent thrombosis and myocardial infarctions following many different types of acute percutaneous and coronary syndromes (Savi, et al., 1992; Majerus and Tollefsen, 2006).
The P$\gamma_1$2 protein exists majorly but not particularly on the platelet surfaces and it is considered to be the cornerstone factor in the blood-clotting mechanism (Yusuf, et al., 2001).

Despite the fact that there are many risk factors that play an established role in the recurrence of CVS event, platelet reactivity is still to be one of the most dangerous factors for that in many patients, in spite of being on an antplatelet medication such as clopidogrel (Zairis, et al., 2010; Zuern, et al., 2010).

The conversion of clopidogrel; which is a prodrug, to its active metabolite is mediated by the cytochrome P450 (CYP) through the incorporation of a number of isoenzymes CYP3A4, CYP1A2, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, and/or CYP2B6 (Rassen, et al., 2009; Savi, et al., 2000).

The CYP450 metabolic activation of clopidogrel has proposed about if the competition and/or the inhibitor medications for these isoenzymes may reduce or limit the clopidogrel therapeutic effectiveness, particularly through CYP2C19 (Aubert, et al., 2008), the thing that has been proposed by a number of studies via ex-vivo platelet function measurements; however, the clinical outcomes of such studies were hard to be proved (Lau, et al., 2003; Saw, et al., 2003). The identification of such an impact will be of the higher importance with the group of drugs called the Proton Pump Inhibitors (PPIs) as many of which are CYP2C19 inhibitors (O’Donoghue, et al., 2009). PPIs are considered to be first line in the pharmacotherapeutic of the gastro-intestinal tract (GIT) complication prevention in the patients with high risk factors or previous history and accordingly both of PPIs and clopidogrel are considered to be on of the most commonly prescribed drugs all over the world, which are overwhelmingly co-administered (Shrestha, et al., 2011). Information for the healthcare-professionals regarding the updates of clopidogrel labeling and it is interaction with Omeprazole; a prototype of PPIs drugs, has been issued by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) which include the following considerations:

- “The concomitant use of omeprazole and clopidogrel should be avoided because of the effect on clopidogrel active metabolite levels and anticlotting activity.
- Other drugs that should be avoided in combination with clopidogrel because they may have a similar interaction include esomeprazole and cimetidine.
- At this time, FDA does not have sufficient information about drug interactions between clopidogrel and PPIs other than omeprazole and esomeprazole to make specific recommendations”.

Following a comprehensive literature search through a PubMed/MEDLINE database, we have found that the vast majority of the retrospective cohort studies and other studies utilizing platelet biomarkers have been demonstrated a significant relationship between the reduced clopidogrel therapeutic effectiveness and the co-utilization of PPIs and in particular Omeprazole while a limited number of clinical comparative studies found that there was no link between the same (Dunn, et al., 2008; Li, et al., 2004; Sibbing, et al., 2009; Saw, et al., 2009; Kashour, et al., 2014).

Consequently, limited numbers of non-confirmed data were existed concerning the influence of the interaction between the other PPIs (such as Rabeprazole and Pantoprazole) and the therapeutic effectiveness of clopidogrel.

This will be the major focus of our study to provide a useful guideline especially for our locality.

This study sought to examine the effects of PPI’s pantoprazole and rabeprazole co-administered with clopidogrel in patients with ischemic heart disease and peripheral vascular disease.

2. Methodology and Results

An association could exist between the use of PPIs especially omeprazole and the decrease in the antiplatelet efficacy of clopidogrel as evident by most of observational studies (Juurlink, et al., 2009). But the causal relationship and its clinical significance could not be ascertained due to conflicting results shown by prospective studies using clinical outcomes (O’Donoghue, et al., 2009; Bhatt, et al., 2010). In addition to limitations of observational studies, certain questions can be raised regarding ex vivo platelet assay studies. Atorvastatin was found to reduce the antiplatelet efficacy of clopidogrel in an ex vivo study which was proven clinically insignificant (Lau, et al., 2003; Saw, et al., 2003).

100 patients were selected for the study at Al—Salam teaching hospital, Mosul, Iraq. The hospital consultations were held in the cardiovascular department between 1st March to 1st July 2013. The total number of patients were divided into 2 groups and studied. All the patients were enrolled into the study after performing physiological investigations such as ECG & echocardiography; Doppler study; blood urea; blood sugar (11 diabetics); lipid profile (32 hyperlipidaemics) and hematological investigations patients were diagnosed with ischemic heart disease, peripheral vascular occlusive disease; all were given 75 mg clopidogrel of the same company after establishing the diagnosis.

The first group consists of 50 patients (42 males and 8 females) with no Aspirin or clopidogrel drug history; 35 of them with IHD and the rest 15 patients had PVD. The average age of this group was 58.6. A drug treatment of 75 mg clopidogrel has been started with them. The average of their physiological investigational parameters range were normal and nearly to be like that [(165-345) for the platelet count; (30-35 seconds) for aPTT and an average of 12 seconds for the prothrombin time and 106 seconds for P$\gamma_1$2].

The physiological investigations for our biomarker of
interest; \(P_2Y_{12}\), were done in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} or 3\textsuperscript{rd} day from the clopidogrel therapy-starting day. Their results show a very good response to clopidogrel therapy reflected by the increment of \(P_2Y_{12}\) to 300 seconds for 36 of them and 250 seconds to 12; while 2 of them does not relatively show any difference. The utilized clopidogrel was well tolerated and there were no allergic or bleeding side effects.

Then the second group 50 patients almost the same criteria 34 patients with ischemic heart disease &16 patients with peripheral vascular occlusive disease, 15 were diabetics, all with no history of aspirin or clopidogrel use, also we started clopidogrel 75 mg and we did \(P_2Y_{12}\) receptor time in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} or 3\textsuperscript{rd} day all of them reach 300 seconds this group subdivided into 2 groups of 25 patients. The first group was subjected to Rabeprazole 20 mg after 3\textsuperscript{rd} day of clopidogrel ingestion while the second one was subjected to Pantoprazole 20 mg after 3\textsuperscript{rd} day of clopidogrel ingestion, for both group PPI were added for gastrointestinal upset or GERD. The physiological investigations for our biomarker of interest; \(P_2Y_{12}\), were done in the 2\textsuperscript{nd} or 3\textsuperscript{rd} day from the addition of PPIs.

The results for the first subgroup of the second group showed that the time of \(P_2Y_{12}\) receptors was returned to 165 seconds for 13 of them while it returned to 200 seconds for the rest of 12. On the other hand, the results of the second subgroup showed that there is no much difference in the time for the majority of them as it was returned for 275 seconds for 19 of them; while it returned to almost the average of 200 to the rest of 6 patients.

3. Discussion

The CYP2C19 mediates the conversion of the prodrug clopidogrel to its active thiol metabolites that eventually inhibit platelet \(P_2Y_{12}\)-ADP receptors (Savi, et al., 2000). This enzyme can also be inhibited by most PPIs for their main metabolic-processes pathway. Thus, the co-administration of PPIs decreases the process of clopidogrel conversion to its active metabolites and hence minimizing its desired therapeutic role of antiplatelet action.

The diversity of the sample age, sex, physiological parameters and past medical history was an added point for the honesty of our study as we want to get a random sample that match our research criteria without any bias.

The first outcome that can be concluded from this study is the good response from the majority of our sample to the antiplatelet effect of clopidogrel; the thing that considered to be a confirmative data for its effect and additionally as an indication for the good quality of the utilized brand. Despite the fact that they are a minority, health care professional should take in account the 2 patients who did not show any response to clopidogrel as the administration of this drug is a life saving intervention in a number of serious medical conditions such as MI; IHD and thromboembolism which could open the door to thinking about the role of pharmacogenomics of this drug (Brandt, et al., 2007).

There is a high variability in the clopidogrel pharmacological effects regarding cellular, clinical and genetic factors; especially for the CYP2C19 enzyme that could have a dramatic effect on the therapeutic response to clopidogrel (O’ Donoghue, et al., 2009). This enzyme demonstrates genetic polymorphism with 3-24% Asian and 3-6 Caucasian being poor-metabolizers (Bertisson, 1995; Destal, et al., 2002; Hokimoto, et al., 2014).

Patients having CYP2C19 loss of functional alleles expressed decreased levels of clopidogrel active metabolite, subjecting them to 3 times higher risk factor for different CVS events (Simon, et al., 2009; Hokimoto, et al., 2014). \(P_2Y_{12}\) is an adenosine diphosphate (ADP) chemoreceptor and it is a member of Gi class from the major family of G protein coupled receptors (GPCR) of purigenic type. This \(P_2Y\) family has different selectivity prospects that could sometimes overlaps for various uridine and adenosine nucleotides. This receptor is engaged in the vital process of platelet aggregation, which makes it a valuable target for the treatment of many clotting diseases such as thromboembolism (Gilard, et al., 2008). Interestingly for this gene, two transcriptional variants that encoding the exact isofrom have been recognized which again strongly suggest the further role of pharmacogenetics in the understanding the unusual response of some patients regarding the clopidogrel treatment comparing to others.

Our clinical research data show that platelet aggregation was significantly higher in patients who were under rabeprazole treatment at the time of the platelet function test; on the other hand, such attenuating effect on the platelet response to clopidogrel was not seen in patients on pantoprazole.

Pantoprazole was not associated with a decrease in the antiplatelet efficacy of clopidogrel. Patients with a history of gastrointestinal bleed will require gastroprotection in the form of PPIs. We can suggest that, in such cases, pantoprazole should be the preferred PPI. Rabeprazole can be used as an alternative (Funck-Brentano, et al., 2013).

In conclusion, till further evidence becomes available, patients on clopidogrel maintenance therapy should be reevaluated for PPI use. Those having well-controlled symptoms may be candidates for either Rabeprazole or pantoprazole. Patients with history of gastrointestinal bleed will require gastroprotection in the form of PPIs. In such cases, pantoprazole should be the preferred PPI. Rabeprazole is less likely to inhibit CYP 2C19; so it is a good alternative. This is in accordance with the Juhasz and his colleagues’ findings (Juhasz, et al., 2010).
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